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The first choice of leading
interior designers and architects
Since we specialised in natural limestone fire surrounds
in 1985, Stoneworks of Bath has become the first choice
of leading interior designers and architects. They trust
the skills and craftsmanship we have perfected over two
decades of hands on experience. They also know that
our perspective approach to design enhances the stone’s
natural beauty to create surrounds that will live in harmony
with interiors, whatever their style.

Left: Claverton in Bath Stone.
Below: Carving the St Andrew’s Thistle
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Let your imagination run free
We pride ourselves in our ability to produce designs of any kind. Working from photographs, magazine
cuttings, or your own drawings, no matter how rough, our bespoke service will create precisely the
fireplace you desire.

Our process…

A Client’s original fax provided
the initial inspiration for the design.

Our initial design drawing, this was carefully developed with
the client to reach the final design.

Clay head maquette to test the creation
of sculptural features for the surround.

Top left: Traditional hand carving.
Bottom left and centre: Beautifully
proportioned period details came
through historical research by our own
team as part of the design process.
Right: The finished carved limestone
fireplace The “Woodbarton” in
Portland Stone.
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Locally quarried stone
Our surrounds are hand worked in England from natural stone. All are cut from locally quarried
stone. However, if requested we are pleased to source new materials as we are always looking to
expand our range of options.

Top left: The ‘Rudloe’ with carved header detail in Portland stone.
Bottom left: ‘Bolection’ style in Hartham Park Bath stone.
Above: The classic ‘Lyncombe’. Carved in Ham stone with a mason’s eye spandril.
Right: ‘The Abbey’. With plain spandrels, one-piece hearth, plinth, tapered stone lined chamber.
Swan’s nest fire basket and barley twist dogs. In Bath stone.
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Inspiration from History

www.stoneworks.co.uk

We have researched and collated a fine
range of in-house designed fireplaces to
suit a range of periods, interior styles and
room sizes. Our range includes surrounds
suitable for cottages to large country
houses with styles from the 15th century
to the present day. We are also happy to
make exact replicas of existing antique
fireplaces from any era and at any scale
and using a wide range of materials.

Left: ‘Bishops Avenue’. Carved in Hartham Park Bath stone
and based on arts and crafts design, this magnificent fireplace
features oak and acorn details. Note the matching cornice
work as the plasterwork meets stone tablature. The walk
around fire chamber is lined with cast iron reeded panels.
Top right: Head piece to cornice, carved from one piece
of stone.
Bottom right: Oak and acorn detail
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Craftsmanship
Stoneworks of Bath offer fireplaces to suit homes of every style and size. Our elegant surround

“We are delighted by the stone
doorways installed in the last
few days. It is a lovely piece of
stonework. Having endured many
months of a building project it
was a relief to see something
go so perfectly”

designs not only echo historic style but also present the best of sophisticated, contemporary
design. All are entirely worked by hand from quarried blocks of natural stone by our banker masons.

Caroline Clarke, Devon
Right and below: Double sided arched doorway in Bath stone.

St Andrew’s

The Holborne

Aga surround

Yurko
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Woodstock

Moderno

The Charkham

Bolection with curved mantle

Frazier
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We welcome all enquires, whether they are
specific, or you’d just like to discuss an idea,
please call or visit us, we’d love to help.
Stoneworks of Bath
Leafield Stoneyard, Potley Lane,
Corsham, Wiltshire SN13 9RS
Tel 01225 816400 Email info@stoneworks.co.uk
Stoneworks of Bath is a Rudloe Company
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